
Qatar  will  stand  in
solidarity with Europe, won’t
divert gas contracts to other
customers: Minister of State
for Energy Affairs

Doha: Minister of State for Energy Affairs HE Saad bin Sherida
Al Kaabi stressed that Qatar will stand “in solidarity with
Europe” and will not divert gas contracts to other customers,
even if it means losing on possible financial gains.

The Minister told CNN that even though Qatar’s LNG contracts
with  Europe  and  the  UK  were  divertible  ones,  Qatar’s
commitment  to  Europe  means  “we’re  not  going  to  divert
contracts and will keep them in Europe, even if there is
financial gain for us to divert away, we would not do that,”
before adding “that’s in solidarity with what’s going on in
Europe.”
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On the possibility for Europe to replace Russian gas, Al Kaabi
said that replacing Russian gas is “not practically possible.”
He  highlighted  that  Russia  supplies  30  to  40  percent  of
Europe’s gas needs, something the continent cannot replace.

The Minister of State rejected imposing sanctions on Russia’s
energy sector, adding that Qatar was not choosing sides in the
Ukrainian crisis. He added that it was to keep the energy
sector out of politics, due to the negative ramifications
doing so would have on development. He added that doing so
could  affect  prices  the  way  it  did  and  cause  a  lot  of
volatility.

He noted that the Ukrainian crisis had a negative impact on
energy  transition,  highlighting  that  the  use  of  coal  has
reached its highest levels ever, as all parties involved are
prioritizing  their  energy  security  ahead  of  any  long-term
gains they are trying to reach. HE the Minister maintained
however that the energy sector could do that in a responsible
manner.

Commenting on the role the US could play in the future of
energy production, he said that the US is certainly one of the
biggest suppliers, given the abundance of LNG the country has.

On the prospects of Europe buying fuel jointly from large
suppliers, the Minister said that he is yet to see a decision
regarding that, noting that this never happened in the past.
His Excellency added that many parties in Europe were speaking
with Qatar and other large LNG producers because they want to
diversify their supply.

On whether Qatar could turn its back on its Asian partners,
the Minister of State for Energy Affairs said that QatarEnergy
was  the  biggest  company  in  terms  of  signing  long-term
contracts with partners in Asia, with many of those agreements
signed over the past three years.

He also told CNN that there is a desire to diversify the



buyers of Qatari gas, revealing that the plan is to have half
of the customers of the Qatari gas be located to the East of
the Suez Canal, with the other half to its West. Currently,
80-85%  of  Qatar  gas  buyers  are  in  Asia,  with  15-20%  of
customers located to the West of the Suez Canal.


